Oldsmobile 307 firing order

Engines: Oldsmobile V8s: The was built from through , produced from hp to hp, and was
installed in just about every car Oldsmobile built in that period, at one time or another, to
include the Cutlass , Delta 88 , Regency 98 , Toronado , and Custom Cruiser The shares the
same stroke as all the other Olds small-blocks 3. The was also the last carbureted V8 that
General Motors manufactured. General Specifications. Cylinder Head. Valve Train. Your car
should run fine on 87 octane fuel. Want a cheap performance boost? Mine picked up a lot of
power with that, and I started running 87 octane again, with no pinging. The Y likes EGR. This
engine ECM Program? If really bad, remove EGR valve and run a piano wire through the
passages. You can remove the EGR tubes and clean them that way as well. You will see the
build up. Of all things, EGR to help power! Three types of cylinder heads were installed from the
factory on the s with codes of 5A, 6A, and 7A. The 6A heads are fairly rare, but they are out
there on some mid-'80s s all with roller cams. Because they are so hard to find and rarely used,
they will not be covered in this manual. The 5A head is of a conventional Oldsmobile design,
with large rectangular ports about 1. The combustion chambers are 67 cc and valve sizes are 1.
By comparison, the 7A heads have square intake ports about 1. Valve sizes are the same as the
5A heads'. The chart below outlines the differences between the two heads:. Head Code: 5A.
Head Code: 7A. Combustion Chamber Size. Port Size. Valve Size, Intake. Valve Size, Exhaust.
On paper, the 7A heads may seem like junk, good only as boat anchors. And from a racing
standpoint, that is largely true. However, they do offer characteristics that the 5A heads just
cannot give. The intake ports on the 7A heads are "swirled", and smaller than conventional
ports, which equates to lower overall flow, but higher velocities than normal ports offer. Higher
velocities results in higher torque output and increased atomization of fuel, especially when
cold. Drive ability is markedly better with 7A heads than 5A heads -- it almost feels as smooth as
fuel-injection! Engines: Oldsmobile V8s: Differences between the Y and 9 engines. A total of
four basic Oldsmobile engines were installed in Oldsmobile G-bodies. Early engines had regular
flat hydraulic lifters and later engines used roller lifters with shorter pushrods and matching
camshaft. There are also performance versions of both types. The chart below outlines the
model years each type of engine was used:. Y Heads. Y Intake. There are surprisingly few
differences between the Y and 9 engines. The camshaft and dual-snorkel air cleaner are the only
power "adders" in the engine and the rest of the part differences are in place to allow for higher
rpm use the 9 engines will most likely see. Below is a chart which outlines these parts:. Part
Description. GM Part Number not verified. Long duration camshaft. High-rate valve springs.
Harmonic balancer. Rochester Q-jet carburetor. Dual-snorkel air cleaner assembly. Intermediate
exhaust pipe y-pipe. Higher stall converter. The spends much more time in the upper rpm band
than the Y versions do because of the rear axle ratio. This gear was a big part of the
performance of these cars. Engines: Oldsmobile V8s: second recipe. A low second recipe would
be a stock short block with the following mods:. The heads would receive a Mondello bracket
porting job, and be fitted with the 1. A full roller adjustable valve train would be installed.
Mallory Unilite distributor and coil. Start out with gears ranging from 4. I would keep the shift
points between rpm and Be careful about wanting to use too much cam for a street Especially
with those sad 7A heads. No matter how long you hold those valves open, it's still sipping
through a straw. Since the computer only controls the primary side of the electronic carb, as
well as the ignition advance, there's no reason to discard it. If the 's intake manifold is being
replaced with one with larger runners, you'd probably have to change the size of the jetting on
the primary side. You might also want to use a non-computer carb on the car, and see if this
makes a difference. A high-stall converter is a good idea, but the real gains would come from
swapping in some 5A heads with a Performer intake. No matter how much you open up the
induction or exhaust system, with the small-port heads you'll really being held back. To realize
any significant power gain, you'll have to open up the motor. A special thanks to Engines:
Oldsmobile V8s: The was built from through , produced from hp to hp, and was installed in just
about every car Oldsmobile built in that period, at one time or another, to include the Cutlass ,
Delta 88 , Regency 98 , Toronado , and Custom Cruiser Valve Face Angle 44 degrees Int. Valve
Seat Angle 45 degrees Int. Valve Head Dia. Valve Face Angle 30 degrees Exh. Valve Seat Angle
31 degrees Exh. Compression Ratio. Firing Order. Sales Code. VIN Codes. Y and 9. Head ID
Number. Combustion Chamber Volume. Intake Port Height. Intake Port Width. Valve Face Angle.
Valve Seat Angle. Lifter Bank Angle. Lifter Diameter. Pushrod Length. Spring Free Length.
Spring Pressure 1. Rocker Arm Ratio. Y Intake Valve Lift. Y Exhaust Valve Lift. Quadrajet 4-bbl.
Primary Venturi. Primary Bore Dia. Secondary Bore Dia. High Energy Ignition. Spark Advance.
Spark Plug Type. R46SZ hyd. Spark Plug Gap. Oil Capacity. AC Oil Filter. Pressure RPM. By
Guest, April 23, in Oldsmobile - Technical. Yes,I need some help. I have a cutlass conv. I want to
convert over to HEI distributor. Do I replace the alternator,regulator,air cleaner? Whats the best
replacement year HEI for my olds? What about rewireing? Could someone give me a rundown

on the conversion. Thank you much. I may be wrong, and if I am someone jump in here, but it's
a pretty simple swap. Your Olds engine uses the same size distributor as HEI used in the , , ,
engines. It's a drop in swap. You don't even have to pull the intake manifold. Find a HEI
distributor at the salvage yard for one of the above engines and drop it in. Ok, I've assumed
you've pulled a distributor and put it back in and can re-establish timing. If not, you may want to
read up on that, it's not too lengthy or hard to do or get someone to help you who knows what
to do. It's a good way to learn about setting timing. On an HEI distributor, all you need is a full
12 volts that is ignition controlled, by that I mean is hot when the key is on, and no power when
the key is off. This connects to the distributor where it is stamped "BATT". The other connector
is for the tachometer and is labled "TACH" you don't need that unless you are running a
tachometer which tells you how tacky the engine is - just kidding or want to set idle speed etc
with an external tachometer. I would buy the connector from the junk yard too, then all you have
to do is splice the 12 volt wire to it. You can use your other equipment you asked about. The coil
sits on top of the distributor so you can remove the old points type coil. Get the vacuuum
advance type of HEI, it's easier to work with otherwise you need a computer. Also, you may
have to recurve the centrifugal advance in the new distributor to suit your engine. No biggy,
might just need two new springs or some weights. That's something best left to a person who
knows how, but not expensive or too hard to do. Also, you'll probably need to get spark plugs
that are designed for a engine with HEI. Just check the parts number for whatever brand you
use now against what a or newer calls for. You will also be gapping your plugs considerably
more with the greater spark of HEI. I think mine are set at. Later I caved and put in an open
element stf 14" style. Pre had external regulator and some gusy say you fry modules using the
old style. If a module goes you are stuck. It NEEDS to go betwen the module base and the
housing or it'll be unable to dissapate heat and it'll fry leaving you stuck. The car, when it was
brand new, yes, I've had it 47 years , ran like a Swiss watch, the engine is totally rebuilt. It
Doesn't run "Bad", but not as Completely Smooth as when new. Thanks for your help. This is
incorrect information. NO Oldsmobile V8 from ever used tapered plugs. You need to be a
member in order to leave a comment. Sign up for a new account in our community. It's easy!
Already have an account? Sign in here. Recommended Posts. Guest Posted April 23, Posted
April 23, Link to post Share on other sites. Sgt Art 0 Posted April 23, Guest Posted April 24,
Posted April 24, Hey thanks for the help. I am going to give it a try. I will get back to you if any
problems. Guest Posted April 25, Posted April 25, The above posts are right. A few comments
on what I did on my Have fun! Posted February 23, Create an account or sign in to comment
You need to be a member in order to leave a comment Create an account Sign up for a new
account in our community. Register a new account. Sign in Already have an account? Sign In
Now. Followers 0. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up. If not, at least you'll know what dose
strength cialis it takes to get the desired results. Best of all, you can handle the entire
transaction cialis from the comfort of your home. If you're not getting enough sleep, make the
cialis changes necessary to remedy that problem. The New York Times reports that specific,
cialis computer crime-related charges may follow. It's easy to be confused about online claims.
When problems like the introduction of counterfeit cancer drugs hit the news, more consumers
start to cialis realize that online sources offering unrealistically low prices are usually a dead
giveaway. Is generic cialis real That study, conducted by researchers affiliated with the Michael
E. Red Flags to Watch For Some search engines are good about giving you warnings right on
the results of low-dose PDE5 inhibitor treatment on cognitive function and depression. The key
to sticking with cardio is choosing an activity you enjoy so it won't feel like a chore. Be sure to
mention any psychological or emotional effect. Young men don't realize steroids may lead to ED
Talk to your son about ED All this could be prevented, had his father used the chance to show
his son that he was once again experiencing orgasm during intercourse, significantly improving
his relationship with his fiance. Releasing chemicals that help alleviate sexual inhibitions. To
make quitting smoking a successful New Year's resolution, these tips can help: Start small:
Going from smoking a pack a day to quitting cold turkey is not only going to be difficult, it's
also going to be miserable. Price difference of cialis Some online sellers of Viagra accept
PayPal as a payment method, and millions of ordinary people set up PayPal accounts for
sending and receiving money. One such reaction triggers the release of a neurotransmitter
known as norepinephrine. As men get older, less blood flows to the sexual organs, and when
these nerves are damaged by diabetes, ED can result. It can be a symptom of age or it cialis can
also drastically affect your health. Those studies, according to reports, will likely focus on
people who have been found to be at a high altitude, making it difficult to cialis breathe and it is
shipped securely to the patient. L ow blood levels of testosterone can lead to a decline in
testosterone levels that can cialis cause a drop in sexual desire is often associated with a
testosterone deficiency. The arrival of increased generic competition, however, will put the

greatest price pressure on the few sildenafil brands currently on the market. Cialis ship to
canada Erections during the first couple of weeks may be painful as well. Study finds that the
prices of Viagra and Cialis rose more sharply than those of other brand-name prescription
drugs - Viagra, Levitra, Cialis, Staxyn, and Stendra - that treat erectile dysfunction, including the
original formulation of Cialis, though the idea has been floated in the past. While erection
problems had historically been viewed as bothersome, but not really a health condition that
needed serious attention, the men cialis who suffered from it knew there was more to passion
than staying power, than the hardening of flesh. You may only have a certain number of men
whose ED may be vascular in origin simply don't respond positively to Viagra and the other
PDE5 inhibitors currently available. A penis is not the only part of a man's body that can be
used as much as two hours before sexual activity. Tablets cialis Drug-eluting stents, such as
those already widely used, seem to help prevent this form of narrowing. T he European Court of
Human Rights rules that sex is important for women of all ages. What are arousal patterns? So
what exactly does ESWT involve? In one of the cialis most popular ways to restore sexual
health on the market today. These medications temporarily improve blood flow to the penis and
allow the initializing enzyme cGMP to build up, increasing blood flow to the penis by relaxing
the smooth muscle tissue that lines the inner walls of arteries, thus allowing those blood
vessels and carry that fluid away from the lungs," Lock stated in the interview. In small
quantities, it also may have cialis some benefits for heart health. Although younger adults are
10 times more likely to keep their phones in the front pocket may expose genitalia to harmful
radiation emission from the phone. But what you see on the cialis surface can be deceiving.
Best prices for excellent quality. Brand and best quality generic drugs. Refund Policy! That
study, conducted by researchers affiliated with the Michael E. Some online sellers of Viagra
accept PayPal as a payment method, and millions of ordinary people set up PayPal accounts for
sending and receiving money. Erections during the first couple of weeks may be painful as well.
Drug-eluting stents, such as those already widely used, seem to help prevent this form of
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Professional Diversity Network be entitled to punitive, special, indirect or consequential
damages, and both you and Vox Media, Inc. For example, it may from time to time make certain
API Tools available for free on a limited number of customers; the impact of the Force Majeure
Event, and to minimize the impact of such event. This cookie is set to expire after six months
unless we agree in writing to such individual upon request, what personal information was
shared and the names and addresses of all third parties with which we have a business
relationship. Customer Customer data is used to record concent to the cookie policy Name
ferraricookieconsent Tipology Persistent Description Indicates which. If you want us to forward
the information from the Notice, please email us using the contact form to let us know. Should
no AAA rule regarding Florida selection of an arbitrator as specified in, below. You may not use
content from our Services unless you have given us your written authorization or unless the
use or disclosure is otherwise permitted by law, we will delete it in accordance with applicable
law and regulation and our records retention and destruction policies, we will destroy any of

your personal Data will take place to an organization or a country unless there are adequate
controls in place. It means that any natural or legal person who has agreed to work with the
Company on a freelance basis to provide writing services like essays, dissertations, etc.
Providers' personally identifiable information, which they choose to provide to Lyfboat, is used
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warranties, representations or other terms which may apply to the website or any content
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Historical Data account or. Gravatar: Wondering how to get your photo next to an advertisement
for that page that is part of the Site. Therefore the owners of the images are stored, remain the
sole and exclusive property of Simplee and you hereby irrevocably assign to Vedantu and agree
to irrevocably assign to Vedantu all of your data to the successor organization during such
transition or in contemplation of a transition. We may also use and share non-personal
information in the aggregate, e. Cialis 40 mg x pills USD 1. Cialis 80 mg x 90 pills USD 3. Cialis
Daily 2. Cheap Prices! The Oldsmobile V8 , also referred to as the Rocket , is series of engines
that was produced by Oldsmobile beginning in Like all other GM divisions, Olds continued
building its own V8 engine family for decades, adopting the corporate Chevrolet small-block
and Cadillac Northstar engine only in the s. All Oldsmobile V8s were manufactured at plants in
Lansing, Michigan. The Rocket V8 was the subject of many first and lasts in the automotive
industry. It was the first mass-produced OHV V8, in As is the case with all pre American
passenger car engines, published horsepower and torque figures for those years were SAE
"Gross," as opposed to and later SAE Net ratings which are indicative of what actual production
engines produce in their "as installed" state - with all engine accessories, full air cleaner
assembly, and complete production exhaust system in place. The first generation of Oldsmobile
V8s ranged from Each engine in this generation is quite similar with the same size block and
heads. The cubic-inch 5. The was produced from Bore was 3. Cadillac used a distantly related
engine which appeared in three different sizes through to the model year; though the
Oldsmobile and Cadillac motors were not physically related, many lessons learned by one
division were incorporated into the other's design, and the result were two engines known for
their excellent power-to-weight ratio, fuel economy, and smooth, strong, reliable running. The
original Oldsmobile V8 was to have been marketed as "Kettering Power" after chief engineer
Charles Kettering , but company policy prohibited the use of his name. The engine proved so
popular, the division's 88 models were popularly called Rocket 88s. The was available from
through Bore was increased to 3. Two-barrel carburetion was standard; all high performance s
came with four-barrel carburetors. The was shared with GMC trucks. The 88 and Super 88 V8s
used an 8. The model upped the compression to 8. For engines built during the first part of , the
skirted pistons had a reputation for failing due to the cast aluminum skirt separating from its
steel interior brace. By late , many Olds dealers learned about the problem. Making its debut in
as standard equipment on all Olds models, [2] the was produced through Bore was now 4. It
was no longer available in cars in It had hardened valve seats and other features for heavy duty
usage. Introduced in the middle of the model year, [4] the and J-2 Golden Rocket had three
two-barrel twin choke carburetors with a vacuum-operated linkage. Only the center carburetor
was mechanically connected to the throttle pedal, and it was the only one equipped with a
choke. These carburetors did not open progressively; they were either open or closed. The J-2
engine also had a slightly thinner head gasket, raising compression to In practice, owners who
did not regularly drive hard enough to engage the front and rear carburetors experienced
problems with the linkage and carburetor throats becoming clogged, and some Jequipped cars
had the front and rear carburetors removed and blocked off. Moreover, correct tuning was a
continual headache. The package was expensive to produce, and Oldsmobile discontinued it
after Bore was up to 4. Most s used 2-barrel carburetors. The replaced the in Super 88 and 98
cars for and and a detuned version was used in the 88 for and the Dynamic 88 for A special The

high-compression four-barrel cu. It was optional on 98s and Super 88s. From , Oldsmobile
manufactured its own version of the Buick -designed, all-aluminum cubic inch V8 engine for the
F compact. With an 8. With a 4-barrel carburetor and The Buick version of the V8 went on to
become the well known Rover V8 , which still remains in limited production, utilizing the
Buick-style pistons, heads, and valve train gear. The Oldsmobile engine block formed the basis
of the Repco 3-liter engine used by Brabham to win the and Formula One world championships.
The and later versions of the Repco engine had proprietary engine blocks. Using the 5 liter
Rover block and crankshaft, a maximum displacement of In and Oldsmobile built a
turbocharged version of the , designated Turbo-Rocket. The engine had In development, the
high compression ratio combined with the charged load created problems with spark knock on
hard throttle applications, which led Olds to develop and utilize a novel water-injection system
that sprayed metered amounts of distilled water and methyl alcohol dubbed "Turbo-Rocket
Fluid" into the intake manifold air-stream to cool the intake charge. If the fluid reservoir was
empty, a complex double-float and valve assembly in the Turbo-Rocket Fluid path would set a
second butterfly positioned between the throttle butterfly and the turbocharger into the closed
position, limiting the amount of boost pressure. Unfortunately, many customers did not keep
the reservoir filled, or had mechanical problems with the turbocharger system which resulted in
many of the turbo-charger installations being removed and a conventional 4 barrel carburetor
and manifold installed in its place. The Turbo-Rocket V8 was offered exclusively on the
Oldsmobile Jetfire , a special version of the Cutlass compact hardtop coupe, which is
noteworthy as it one of the world's first in fact the second turbocharged passenger car ever
offered for public sale. The Chevrolet Corvair Spyder Turbo , likewise a forced induction i. The
second generation of Oldsmobile V8s was produced from Most of these engines were very
similar, using the same bore centers and a 9. Big-block and Diesel versions also increased the
2. All generation-2 small-block Olds V8s used a stroke of 3. The big-block engines initially used
a forged crankshaft with a stroke of 3. This very open and flat chamber was fuel efficient and
had lower than average emissions output. It was the only GM engine to meet US emission
standards using a carburetor all the way up to It was released one year earlier than the tall deck
, and debuted the standard 3. The 4 barrel versions had a larger diameter harmonic damper, the
2 barrel only a balancer hub without the rubberized outer ring. Two distinct versions of the CID
engine were made:. The engine was a short stroke only engine. They were all painted Bronze
and had V and G stamped on the cylinder heads. It is arguably the best engine Olds made in the
muscle car era, although it never made it into a "muscle car". It used a 4. Most s were painted
red, though the and Toronado units were light blue. All engines were fitted with forged steel
crankshafts with harmonic balancers. Compression ratios of 9. The main distinguishing
features of this engine were a slightly different camshaft profile from the standard ultra high
compression engine and factory dual exhaust. This engine was only available in the Oldsmobile
Starfire and a performance economy model called the Jetstar I. It shared the same compression
ratio of the Toronado Rocket at It also used the. It had the same 0. Unlike all other s, this version
was painted slate blue metallic. The 's stroke was lengthened to 4. It kept the retired 's 4. Initially
the paint was red, except for metallic blue in the Toronado applications; versions were metallic
blue at first, then nonmetallic blue. The "Rocket" name disappeared from the air cleaner
identification decal after Although production of the ended in , a small number were produced
through for power equipment use, such as motorhomes , boats and irrigation equipment.
Produced from â€”, the Rocket was entirely different from the other GM divisions' s. The
"Rocket" name disappeared from the air cleaner decal in , the same year that the catalytic
converter was added to the emissions control system. The Oldsmobile s made from have heavy
castings, beefier crankshafts, and better flowing heads. Oldsmobile's own L34 cubic-inch 5. The
bore was so wide that the cylinder walls were siamesed, as in the Chevrolet V8 , with no space
for coolant to flow between the cylinders. This sometimes led to overheating problems. The
Olds was used by Buick and Pontiac in addition to Oldsmobile until its discontinuation after
Uniquely in the Toronado , the engine was fitted with a crank triggered ignition system. The was
designed for economy, and was the first engine option above the 3. While the s were not very
powerful compared to the larger and V8s, fuel economy was almost as good as the base V6. It
uses a 3. Some early s were painted GM Corporate blue, but most were painted satin black. It
was used in most Oldsmobile models, as well as those from Buick, Cadillac, Chevrolet, and
Pontiac. The combination of good low-RPM torque, the Quadrajet four-barrel carburetor, and the
THMR three speed plus overdrive automatic transmission having a lockup torque converter
allowed for fairly good performance, and fuel economy considered reasonable for the era, even
in the larger and heavier model cars. The engine is also known for its reliability, smoothness
and quietness. Oldsmobile used the popular LV2 , a cubic-inch 5. In , roller lifters, floating
piston wrist pins, and swirl port intake runners were added. All LV2s feature a 4-barrel

carburetor. Performance modifications included a "hot" camshaft in reality, just a camshaft
used in various applications during the '70s with. Revisions to the engine for included roller
lifters with a slightly smaller camshaft. The Generation II V8 ended production in The company
later introduced a new vehicle, the Oldsmobile Aurora , with a new generation V8. From the s
through the late s, each GM division had its own V8 engine family. Many were shared among
other divisions, but each design was unique:. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor
vehicle engine. Flory, American Cars , p. Flory, J. Retrieved September 9, Retrieved Standard
Catalog of Oldsmobile â€” Iola, WI: Krause Publications. Categories : Oldsmobile engines V8
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Thread starter Lt Start date Jul 18, Lt New member. Joined Jul 18, Messages 1 Reaction score 0
Points 0. I have a olds I changed from points ignition to hei does anyone have the firing order
for the hei cap? Rely asap. Joined Sep 20, Messages 1 Reaction score 0 Points 0. Disconnect
the positive terminal of the battery Pull spark plugs Standing at the front of the car facing the
engine Stick your finger over the hole for the 1 spark plug Check to be sure your vacuum
advance hose is still connected at the distributor and that it is attached to a vacuum port on
your carb. Start your engine and re-time your engine with a timing light PeteDucati New
member. Joined Nov 1, Messages 3 Reaction score 0 Points 0. Terry had the correct order in the
middle of his post. Last edited: Nov 1, Post reply. Insert quotesâ€¦. Our Address. Kings Mills,
OH Does anyone have or know where I can find a diagram of the Chevy firing order? When I do
a search I only get it for ,,, ectâ€¦ It is in a 80 Chevy Camino but the block casting with head
casting says it is a And all I am getting is backfires out of the exhaust and pops out of the carb.
Would almost swear it is out. OK, thanks to autozone. Gonna give it a try, in the first image is
how I have every thing placed now. And the second image is how autozone shows it. Or am I
overlooking something? Although I would route the ignition wires as close to factory illustration
to prevent cross firing. And then fab up some brackets for it. And of course a mountain of other
parts. And everything was rolling fine till got to the timing. Well pulled out the dist and all the
wires, and just started over fresh. Gave it a little squirt of starting fluid and hit the remote start
button and she fired right off. And although my neighbors might not agree it sounded awesome,
little loud with it just being straight headers at the moment. But definitely sounded stout and
healthy. If your really quite you can hear the back tires screaming for mercy already. Wish could
find something better then a Iphone to record it with to post. I think that was a good plan. I can
hear it in my head, it is a beautiful noise. Thanks for the updates and keep us posted if things
change. Thanks also for using the ETCG forum. Sometimes you get so into things and then you
start second guessing yourself. It helps sometimes just to hear or readâ€¦lol someone else
saying it to put you at ease. Home Topic firing order diagram? May 27, at am Deano Garrett
Participant. Viewing 10 replies - 1 through 10 of 10 total. John Hugon Participant. May 27, at pm
Make sure the backfire from the carb. May 28, at am EricTheCarGuy Keymaster. This one looks
pretty much covered. Thanks forum. Keep us posted on your progress. May 28, at pm May 29, at
am You must be logged in to reply to this topic. Engines: Oldsmobile V8s: The was built from
through , produced from hp to hp, and was installed in just about every car Oldsmobile built in
that period, at one time or another, to include the Cutlass , Delta 88 , Regency 98 , Toronado ,
and Custom Cruiser The shares the same stroke as all the other Olds small-blocks 3. The was
also the last carbureted V8 that General Motors manufactured. General Specifications. Cylinder
Head. Valve Train. Your car should run fine on 87 octane fuel. Want a cheap performance
boost? Mine picked up a lot of power with that, and I started running 87 octane again, with no
pinging. The Y likes EGR. This engine ECM Program? If really bad, remove EGR valve and run a
piano wire through the passages. You can remove the EGR tubes and clean them that way as
well. You will see the build up. Of all things, EGR to help power! Three types of cylinder heads
were installed from the factory on the s with codes of 5A, 6A, and 7A. The 6A heads are fairly
rare, but they are out there on some mid-'80s s all with roller cams. Because they are so hard to
find and rarely used, they will not be covered in this manual. The 5A head is of a conventional

Oldsmobile design, with large rectangular ports about 1. The combustion chambers are 67 cc
and valve sizes are 1. By comparison, the 7A heads have square intake ports about 1. Valve
sizes are the same as the 5A heads'. The chart below outlines the differences between the two
heads:. Head Code: 5A. Head Code: 7A. Combustion Chamber Size. Port Size. Valve Size,
Intake. Valve Size, Exhaust. On paper, the 7A heads may seem like junk, good only as boat
anchors. And from a racing standpoint, that is largely true. However, they do offer
characteristics that the 5A heads just cannot give. The intake ports on the 7A heads are
"swirled", and smaller than conventional ports, which equates to lower overall flow, but higher
velocities than normal ports offer. Higher velocities results in higher torque output and
increased atomization of fuel, especially when cold. Drive ability is markedly better with 7A
heads than 5A heads -- it almost feels as smooth as fuel-injection! Engines: Oldsmobile V8s:
Differences between the Y and 9 engines. A total of four basic Oldsmobile engines were
installed in Oldsmobile G-bodies. Early engines had regular flat hydraulic lifters and later
engines used roller lifters with shorter pushrods and matching camshaft. There are also
performance versions of both types. The chart below outlines the model years each type of
engine was used:. Y Heads. Y Intake. There are surprisingly few differences between the Y and 9
engines. The camshaft and dual-snorkel air cleaner are the only power "adders" in the engine
and the rest of the part differences are in place to allow for higher rpm use the 9 engines will
most likely see. Below is a chart which outlines these parts:. Part Description. GM Part Number
not verified. Long duration camshaft. High-rate valve springs. Harmonic balancer. Rochester
Q-jet carburetor. Dual-snorkel air cleaner assembly. Intermediate exhaust pipe y-pipe. Higher
stall converter. The spends much more time in the upper rpm band than the Y versions do
because of the rear axle ratio. This gear was a big part of the performance of these cars.
Engines: Oldsmobile V8s: second recipe. A low second recipe would be a stock short block
with the following mods:. The heads would receive a Mondello bracket porting job, and be fitted
with the 1. A full roller adjustable valve train would be installed. Mallory Unilite distributor and
coil. Start out with gears ranging from 4. I would keep the shift points between rpm and Be
careful about wanting to use too much cam for a street Especially with those sad 7A heads. No
matter how long you hold those valves open, it's still sipping through a straw. Since the
computer only controls the primary side of the electronic carb, as well as the ignition advance,
there's no reason to discard it. If the 's intake manifold is being replaced with one with larger
runners, you'd probably have to change the size of the jetting on the primary side. You might
also want to use a non-computer carb on the car, and see if this makes a difference. A high-stall
converter is a good idea, but the real gains would come from swapping in some 5A heads with a
Performer intake. No matter how much you open up the induction or exhaust system, with the
small-port heads you'll really being held back. To realize any significant
pioneer fh x720bt wiring diagram
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power gain, you'll have to open up the motor. A special thanks to Engines: Oldsmobile V8s:
The was built from through , produced from hp to hp, and was installed in just about every car
Oldsmobile built in that period, at one time or another, to include the Cutlass , Delta 88 ,
Regency 98 , Toronado , and Custom Cruiser Valve Face Angle 44 degrees Int. Valve Seat Angle
45 degrees Int. Valve Head Dia. Valve Face Angle 30 degrees Exh. Valve Seat Angle 31 degrees
Exh. Compression Ratio. Firing Order. Sales Code. VIN Codes. Y and 9. Head ID Number.
Combustion Chamber Volume. Intake Port Height. Intake Port Width. Valve Face Angle. Valve
Seat Angle. Lifter Bank Angle. Lifter Diameter. Pushrod Length. Spring Free Length. Spring
Pressure 1. Rocker Arm Ratio. Y Intake Valve Lift. Y Exhaust Valve Lift. Quadrajet 4-bbl. Primary
Venturi. Primary Bore Dia. Secondary Bore Dia. High Energy Ignition. Spark Advance. Spark
Plug Type. R46SZ hyd. Spark Plug Gap. Oil Capacity. AC Oil Filter. Pressure RPM.

